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	1. Sonia R. Fernandes (“Complainant”) is the Deputy Director and Chief Counsel of the DEPARTMENT OF MANAGED HEALTH CARE’s (“Department”) Office of Enforcement. Pursuant to Government Code section 11180 et seq., the Department’s Director has delegated ...
	2. Kaiser Foundation Health Plan, Inc., (“Plan”) was issued license number 933 0055 to operate a health care service plan on or about November 4, 1977. The Plan is represented in this matter by Sheppard, Mullin, Richter & Hampton, LLP.
	3. The Department and the Plan are each referred to herein as a “Party,” and collectively, as the “Parties.”
	4. On May 16, 2022, the Department issued a notice, referenced as “License #933-0055,” to the Plan of the Department’s intent to conduct a non-routine survey of the Plan pursuant to the Knox-Keene Health Care Service Plan Act of 1975 (the “Knox-Keene ...
	5. On August 12, 2022, the Department initiated Enforcement Matter 22-469, titled In the Matter of the Investigation and Examination of: Kaiser Foundation Health Plan, Inc. (the “Enforcement Investigation”).
	6. The Parties desire to fully and finally resolve the 2022 Non-Routine Survey and the Enforcement Investigation, the terms and conditions of which are fully set forth in detail in this Settlement Agreement. The Department’s investigation in connectio...
	ADVISEMENTS AND WAIVERS
	7. The Plan has carefully read, fully discussed with counsel, and understands the effects of this Settlement Agreement.
	8. The Plan is fully aware of its legal rights in this matter, including the right to a hearing on any potential accusation related to the Enforcement Investigation and 2022 Non-Routine Survey findings; the right to be represented by counsel at its ow...
	9. Except as provided herein, by entering into this Settlement Agreement, the Plan voluntarily, knowingly, and intelligently waives and gives up each and every right set forth above with respect to the Enforcement Investigation and 2022 Non-Routine Su...
	10. The Plan acknowledges that this Settlement Agreement will be posted on the Department’s public website and will be public record. For work product created under this Settlement Agreement that is submitted to the Department, including portions of t...
	11. The Plan acknowledges that the Department’s investigation in connection with the 2022 Non-Routine Survey is ongoing, and no Preliminary Report has been issued at the time of the Settlement Agreement. The Plan further acknowledges that the Departme...
	12. The Plan acknowledges that the Department may, as permitted by law, take into consideration deficiencies found by the 2022 Non-Routine Survey and/or documented in the  2022 Non-Routine Survey Final Report when assessing future administrative or ot...
	13. The Parties agree that if the Plan discovers that it is in breach of any of its obligations under this Settlement Agreement, it will promptly notify the Department in writing of the breach and what actions the Plan has taken or will undertake to c...
	14. The Settlement Agreement may not be altered, amended, or otherwise changed or modified, except as provided herein or in writing signed by both of the Parties.
	15. For purposes of construction, the language of the Settlement Agreement is to be construed broadly with respect to the nature and scope of the Department’s oversight of the Plan and the Plan’s obligations under the Settlement Agreement.
	BACKGROUND AND HISTORY
	16. The Plan is a full-service health care service plan licensed to operate in the State of California. As of December 31, 2022, the Plan had 9,056,931 enrollees in 32 of the 58 counties in California, making it the largest health care service plan by...
	17. The Plan provides medical and hospital services to its enrollees in California through Kaiser Foundation Hospitals, Inc., (“KFH”) and two medical groups, The Permanente Medical Group, Inc. and Southern California Permanente Medical Group (each a “...
	18. Since 2006, the Department has brought several enforcement actions against the Plan for failure to consistently oversee the Medical Groups and ensure quality assurance compliance relating to the provision of medical and, most significantly, behavi...
	19. In March of 2006, the Department’s Non-Routine Survey of the Plan’s provision of renal transplant and related services to Plan enrollees at the renal transplant center at KFH – San Francisco (the “Transplant Center”) and the Plan’s oversight of th...
	20. On August 9, 2006, the Plan entered into a Consent Agreement where the Plan agreed to pay a penalty of $2 million and make a charitable donation of $3 million for the benefit of Donate Life California via the Eastbay Community Foundation. The Plan...
	21. In 2007, the Department’s 2006 Non-Routine Medical Survey pertaining to the Plan’s quality oversight program, identified the Plan’s deficiencies in the following areas: 1) Failure to establish a program to monitor and evaluate the care provided by...
	22. On July 30, 2007, the Plan entered into a Consent Agreement where the Plan agreed to pay a penalty of $2 million and implement a corrective action plan which included changes to the Plan’s reporting process to allow the Plan to better monitor the ...
	23. In 2013, the Department’s 2012 Routine Survey identified deficiencies related to the ability of the Plan to provide enrollees with timely access to mental health appointments. Specifically, the Plan: (1) failed to accurately measure behavioral hea...
	24. On June 24, 2013, the Department filed an Accusation and a Cease and Desist Order based on the deficiencies identified in the 2013 Routine Survey Final Report, seeking an administrative penalty of $4 million. In September of 2014, the Plan agreed ...
	25. In 2015, the Department’s Follow-Up Survey identified two uncorrected deficiencies. Specifically, the Plan’s Behavioral Health Quality Assurance Program failed to ensure that effective corrective action was taken when deficiencies were identified,...
	26. The Department’s current Enforcement Investigation has confirmed that certain challenges by the Plan related to quality assurance, including monitoring, supervision, and oversight of the Medical Groups continue to persist. These challenges have co...
	2022 NON-ROUTINE SURVEY AND ENFORCEMENT INVESTIGATION
	OF THE PLAN’S BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES
	27. Acknowledging that the Plan was managing unprecedented statewide need for behavioral health services exacerbated by the impacts of the pandemic, on May 16, 2022, the Department issued notice to the Plan that the Department would commence a non-rou...
	28. On August 15, 2022, approximately 2,000 licensed non-physician behavioral health clinician members of the National Union of Health Care Workers (“NUHW”) began a labor strike in the Plan’s Northern California region (the “NUHW Strike”). The strike ...
	29. In summary, while the Plan was managing unprecedented statewide need for behavioral health services exacerbated by the pandemic and the NUHW strike, the Department’s investigation identified deficiencies in the Plan’s provision of behavioral healt...
	30. Health care service plans are required to have procedures in place for continuous review of the quality of care, performance of medical personnel, utilization of services and facilities, and costs. (Health & Saf. Code, § 1370.) To meet the Departm...
	31. Despite several past agreements and corrective actions, including the 2017 Agreement, the Plan has been unable to consistently maintain compliance with Quality Assurance requirements. Specifically, the Plan acknowledges that it is accountable for ...
	(ii) Oversight of Medical Groups and Providers
	32. The Department’s investigation, including in connection with the NUHW Strike, confirms that the Plan lacks sufficient access to Medical Group data to ensure transparency and meet its continuous oversight of critical program functions. Specifically...
	33. While the Plan has some processes and procedures in place to review and audit the Medical Groups and external contracted providers, these processes and procedures are not meeting the expected level of continuous oversight (which requires, among ot...
	34. The Plan also lacks sufficient oversight of the external behavioral health contracted providers. As noted above, while the external contracted providers are contracted through the Medical Groups, the Plan has a continuing obligation to oversee the...
	(iii) Oversight of Level of Care Appropriateness
	35. All medical necessity determinations by a health care service plan concerning behavioral health services, including service intensity, level of care placement, continued stay, and transfer or discharge of enrollees diagnosed with mental health and...
	36. To ensure proper use of the required criteria by the health plan, and any entity or contracting provider that performs utilization review or utilization management functions on its behalf, a health plan shall, inter alia, track, identify, and anal...
	37. During the Enforcement Investigation, the Plan represented that it and the Medical Groups, as required by Senate Bill 855, use criteria and guidelines set forth in the most recent versions of treatment criteria developed by the nonprofit professio...
	38. Instead, the enrollee medical records reviewed by the Department indicate that Medical Group providers are presented with an enrollee's self-assessment BHI score through the Tridiuum platform. The enrollee medical records also include self-assessm...
	39. While these scores are intended to measure an enrollee’s treatment progress and assist in directing care going forward, the application of these scores is inconsistent across the board. Enrollee medical record review indicates that higher acuity s...
	40. Furthermore, the Plan has asserted that it conducts IRR testing to evaluate consistency with providers’ application of utilization review criteria. However, the Plan's IRR policy submitted with the Department in Filing no. 20211027-8 only applies ...
	41. Of additional concern, Medical Group clinicians statewide consistently use Microsoft Teams chats and groups to make clinical decisions and determinations on level of care and treatment planning. The Plan’s data retention policy for Microsoft Teams...
	Area No. 2: Access
	(i) Timely Access and Network Adequacy
	42. Health care service plans must ensure that their networks have adequate capacity and availability of licensed providers to offer enrollees appointments for covered services that meet specific timeframes. (Health & Saf. Code, § 1367.03, subd. (a)(5...
	43. The Plan acknowledges that it lacks sufficient behavioral health providers in its Medical Groups and external contracted provider networks. In an effort to address the deficiencies identified herein, the Plan represented to the Department that it ...
	(ii) Initiation of Care and Tracking First Appointments
	44. When seeking behavioral health care, the Enforcement Investigation documented that the enrollee experience can be unnecessarily complicated and vary significantly based on Plan or Medical Group interaction. Enrollees are provided with several diff...
	45. Plan enrollees have complained that they face significant delays and obstacles when seeking behavioral health therapy. These delays and obstacles are due, in part, to the structure of the Plan’s behavioral health care intake process, specifically ...
	46. Connect 2 Care appointments are generally conducted remotely and the Connect 2 Care clinicians do not become the enrollees’ regular treating clinicians, which often results in the enrollees having to explain their behavioral health concerns multip...
	47. Even though the Connect 2 Care clinicians perform an assessment of enrollees and are not the enrollees’ treating providers (though in some instances they provide initial care and/or interventions) the Plan has consistently tracked Connect 2 Care i...
	(iii) Follow-up Appointments and Wait Times
	48. Beginning July 1, 2022, a health plan must ensure that its contracted provider network has adequate capacity and availability of licensed health care providers to offer non-urgent appointments with nonphysician behavioral health providers within 1...
	49. At the Department’s request, the Plan provided analysis of appointment wait times, which demonstrated that average wait times for non-urgent follow-up behavioral health appointments were longer than prescribed by law. These delays are in part due ...
	50. The Department’s review of enrollee medical records indicated a heavy reliance on outpatient group programs and classes to treat enrollees’ behavioral health conditions as opposed to individual therapy or higher levels of care. While outpatient gr...
	51. In response to the follow-up appointment standards in Senate Bill 221, effective July 1, 2022, the Plan, through its Medical Groups, implemented policies and procedures, including standardized templates, for providers to use when documenting enrol...
	Area No. 3: Network and Referrals
	(i) External Contracted Provider Network
	52. As discussed above, the Plan is required to continuously oversee and monitor the external contracted providers to the same extent as the Medical Group providers. The Plan has not adequately done so and has to a significant extent, instead, relied ...
	53. At the Department’s request, the Plan provided data analysis for wait times for follow-up, non-urgent individual behavioral health therapy appointments with external contracted providers. As mentioned above, the Plan’s data analysis considered the...
	54. A Clinical Care Pathways document allows Initial Assessment Coordinators (IAC) the option to refer enrollees with moderate (PHQ/GAD scores up to 14) or moderately severe acuity levels (PHQ/GAD scores of 15-19) to external contracted providers thro...
	55. The Plan does not directly arrange for enrollee appointments with external contracted providers. Rather, in general, except for external contracted providers who use Tridiuum (below), the external contracted provider contacts the enrollee or, in s...
	External Contracted Providers that Use Tridiuum
	56. For some external contracted providers, initial appointments are scheduled through the Tridiuum system and documented in the KP HealthConnect medical record, which is the centralized medical record system used by the Plan However, external contrac...
	External Providers referred through Tapestry
	57. For enrollees referred to external contracted providers that do not use Tridiuum, a referral letter is generated through Tapestry. The letter sent to the enrollee includes the name of the external provider network and the contact information for s...
	(ii)  Adequacy of Higher Acuity Treatment Facilities
	58. During the Enforcement Investigation, the Department requested data on the contracted Partial Hospitalization Program (PHP) and Residential Treatment Programs (RTC). The Plan provided a list of 78 contracted PHP facilities and 144 contracted RTC f...
	(iii) Referrals to Out of Network Providers
	59. A health care service plan shall arrange for the provision of covered services from providers outside the plan’s network if not available in network where medically necessary for the enrollee’s condition. (Health & Saf. Code, § 1367.03, subd. (a)(...
	60. The Plan has not consistently arranged for out-of-network care when the Plan cannot offer a member a timely appointment. The Plan relies on the Medical Groups to make out-of-network referrals, and the Plan has not exercised sufficient performance ...
	Area No. 4: Grievance and Appeals
	61. Health care service plans must have a grievance system established in writing and approved by the Department which provides reasonable procedures that shall ensure adequate consideration of enrollee grievances and rectification where appropriate. ...
	62. During the Enforcement Investigation, interviews conducted with Plan and Medical Group staff demonstrated that, in an effort to address the difficulty in locating timely behavioral health appointments, the Plan implemented a practice of routing ap...
	63. The Plan provided the Department with grievance and appeals data for the period of August 8, 2022, through October 21, 2022, relating to behavioral health services in the Plan’s Northern California region. The Department noted that during that tim...
	64. The Department noted 27,8633F  grievances that were subject to the requirement to issue a written acknowledgment of the grievance within 5 calendar days, the Plan failed to acknowledge receipt of 5,0524F  grievances out of the 27,863 submitted. Th...
	Area No. 5: Cancelled Appointments During the NUHW Strike
	65. The law requires that when it is necessary for a provider or enrollee to reschedule an appointment, the appointment shall be promptly rescheduled in a manner that is appropriate for the enrollee’s health care needs and ensures continuity of care c...
	66. As noted above, the NUHW Strike created an unusually difficult circumstance for the Plan and the Medical Groups to manage. While the Plan faced significant challenges related to the NUHW Strike, the Plan was obligated to comply with timely access ...
	67. During the NUHW Strike, the only means available to the Plan to fully determine whether an offered appointment was medically appropriate was a chart audit of each member’s records conducted by the Plan’s Appointment Audit Team. The Plan provided a...
	68. The Department noted in its Enforcement Investigation that the Plan's appointment cancellation audit criteria training was inconsistent. The Plan provided its Behavioral Health Chart Review Teaching Guide, which does not include a publish date, an...
	Area No. 6: Mental Health Parity
	69. Health care service plans shall provide coverage for medically necessary treatment of mental health and substance use disorders under the same terms and conditions applied to other medical conditions. (Health & Saf. Code, § 1374.72, subd. (a)(1).)
	70.  Enrollees who seek behavioral health services face greater obstacles and challenges accessing behavioral health care and, even after obtaining it, retaining such care. As discussed above, in order to access a behavioral health provider, Plan enro...
	Area No. 7: Communications and Advertising
	71. Health care service plans may not use or permit the use of any advertising or solicitation that is untrue or misleading. (Health & Saf. Code, § 1360, subd. (a).) A written or printed statement or item of information is misleading whether or not li...
	72. The Plan has had a consistent and ongoing issue with communications with enrollees regarding access to behavioral health services. The Plan reported that enrollees have complained that they have difficulty understanding how to access behavioral he...
	73. By way of example, the Plan’s Evidence of Coverage (“EOC") defines a “Plan Provider” as “A Plan Hospital, a Plan Physician, the Medical Group, a Plan Pharmacy, or any other health care provider that Health Plan designates as a Plan Provider.” The ...
	74.  The Department identified individual clinical records where requests were submitted by enrollees and Medical Group Providers for referrals to external contracted providers and out-of-network providers. The documents indicated that a referral to e...
	ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
	75. Overall, the Department has noted that the Plan’s processes, systems, and level of oversight must improve. The Plan has not consistently performed continuous review and appropriate oversight, including intervening where needed, of quality assuranc...
	76. While, as described above, the Department has identified deficiencies, the Plan has represented that, in recent years and since the Department’s investigation began, the Plan has invested significant sums in improving its behavioral health program...
	77. After engaging in discussions with the Department, the Plan accepts the above discussed areas of concern and has expressed willingness to undertake a systemic overhaul and transformational change of the Plan’s behavioral health delivery system to ...
	78. The Plan agrees that it is in the best interest of the Plan’s enrollees for the Plan to enter into this Settlement Agreement and resolve the Enforcement Investigation and 2022 Non-Routine Survey. The Department also acknowledges the Plan’s and Med...
	79. The Plan agrees to be bound by all settlement terms and obligations as set forth in this Settlement Agreement, including the imposition of a corrective action plan, and acknowledges that failure to comply with the corrective action plan will subje...
	80. During the term of this Settlement Agreement, including during the Consultation Period (as set forth in paragraph 107 below), the Department’s Office of Enforcement may become aware of new facts arising after the execution of this Settlement Agree...
	81. At the conclusion of the 2022 Non-Routine Survey, the Department will issue a final report as required by Health and Safety Code section 1380, subdivision (h)(2), that identifies deficiencies that have been corrected by the Plan and describes reme...
	82. The Plan agrees that any deficiencies identified in the 2022 Non-Routine Survey Final Report that are not addressed in the Corrective Action Work Plan developed under paragraph 105, shall be addressed by the Plan through a modified Corrective Acti...
	83. The Plan agrees that the Department shall conduct a Follow-up Survey to the 2022 Non-Routine Survey Final Report as required by Health and Safety Code section 1380, subdivision (i)(2). Any uncorrected deficiencies identified in the 2022 Non-Routin...
	MONETARY PENALTY
	84. The Plan agrees to pay an administrative penalty in the amount of $50 Million (Fifty Million dollars) (“Penalty Amount”) to resolve the issues identified by the Enforcement Investigation and 2022 Non-Routine Survey Final Report. The Plan is hereby...
	85. The Department, through its Director, has determined that the remaining $10 Million (Ten Million dollars) of the Penalty Amount shall be paid only if, after the conclusion of the Consultation Period, the Department concludes that the Plan unreason...
	INVESTMENT COMMITMENT
	86. In addition to the Penalty Amount, the Plan agrees to invest $150 Million (One Hundred and Fifty Million dollars) (“Investment Amount”) in the next five years to expand and improve behavioral health for Plan enrollees and for community members thr...
	(1) Workforce development programs that transform the landscape for MH service delivery by growing diverse mental health professionals for mental health and substance use disorder care (including Mental Health Scholars Academy and the Behavioral Healt...
	(3) Programs designed to decrease stigma around seeking mental health/substance use disorder care and reduce youth suicide prevalence;
	(4) Prevention and Early Intervention programs for mental health and wellness programs for school aged children and families;
	(5) Programs designed to support reductions in depression/anxiety for California’s youth through cognitive behavioral therapy informed approaches at middle schools across California to equip students with the knowledge and skills to reduce or prevent ...
	(6) Growing community training pathways for peers/para-professionals to provide support for Californians on their mental health and substance use disorder care journey; and                                                                               ...
	87. In connection with the Quarterly Meetings required under this Settlement Agreement (Paragraph 110 below), the Plan shall provide information to the Department regarding its anticipated investments of any of the Investment Amounts to enable the Dep...
	RECITALS
	88. The acknowledgments made by the Plan herein are only for the purposes of this Settlement Agreement and shall not be admissible in any other criminal or civil proceeding, but may be used by the Department in future administrative proceedings and/or...
	89. In the event of any future litigation (administrative or civil) between the Department and the Plan, the Plan agrees it will not object on the basis of California Evidence Code section 1151 to the admissibility of corrective actions taken by the P...
	90. Each signatory below warrants and represents that she or he has authority to sign on behalf of, and to legally bind, her or his respective entity.
	91. This Settlement Agreement shall be binding on all Parties, including all principals, executors, administrators, representatives, and successors in interest.
	92. This Settlement Agreement is the entire agreement between the Parties and supersedes any prior negotiations, representations, or agreements, whether written or oral.
	93. This Settlement Agreement may not be altered, amended, or otherwise changed or modified, except in writing signed by both Parties.
	94. This Settlement Agreement shall take effect upon execution by both Parties.
	95. The Parties understand and agree that facsimile or PDF copies of the hard copy of the original electronically-signed Settlement Agreement shall have the same force and effect as the original. After the Plan representative has executed the document...
	WHEREFORE, the parties hereby agree and stipulate as follows:
	96. Comply with all laws. The Plan shall obey all federal, state, and local laws, rules, and regulations governing health care service plans. Nothing in this Settlement Agreement limits the Plan’s obligations to comply with the requirements of all app...
	97. The Plan will give written notice to the Department of its contention that there has been a change in the law and shall indicate that such notice is being provided pursuant to this Paragraph 97 of the Settlement Agreement. Such notice shall be sen...
	98. This Settlement Agreement fully and finally resolves the Enforcement Investigation and the 2022 Non-Routine Survey Final Report, and any other administrative or civil action based on or related to the Enforcement Investigation and the 2022 Non-Rou...
	99. Director’s Order. The Parties agree that the terms of this Settlement Agreement are not only a contract but they are additionally an Order of the Director, and the Department may exercise any and all aspects of its enforcement authority to enforce...
	100. Given its role as the regulator of health care service plans in California and with respect to interpretation of the Knox-Keene Act and regulations promulgated thereunder, the Department will monitor and evaluate the Plan’s provision of behaviora...
	101. Governing Law. This Settlement Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the State of California without regard to conflicts of law principles.
	102. Venue. Each Party irrevocably submits to the jurisdiction of the California Office of Administrative Hearings located in Sacramento, California, or the California Superior Court located in Sacramento County, California, over any suit, action, or ...
	103. Severability. In the event any term or portions of any term set forth herein shall be declared invalid or unenforceable for any reason by a court of competent jurisdiction, such term or any portion of any term, to the extent declared invalid or u...
	CORRECTIVE ACTION PLAN
	104. Retention of Consulting Team. The Plan shall retain a consulting team (“Consulting Team”) pursuant to the Consultation Agreement discussed in Paragraph 106. The Plan will bear all costs of the Consulting Team’s services throughout the Consultatio...
	105. Purpose of the Consulting Team. The Plan will work with the Consulting Team to develop a work plan (the “Corrective Action Work Plan”) to address the Corrective Action Areas. The Corrective Action Work Plan will set forth corrective actions, perf...
	106. Consultation Agreement. Prior to the execution of the Settlement Agreement, the Plan and the Consulting Team will execute an agreement setting forth the scope of the Consulting Team’s services (“Consultation Agreement”) related to this Settlement...
	107. Consultation Period. Except as modified pursuant to Paragraph 108 below, the Consultation Period shall be two years from the date this Settlement Agreement is finalized (the “Consultation Period”).
	108. Extension of the Consultation Period. The Consultation Period may be extended at the Plan’s discretion; however, the Department shall make the final determination as to whether the Plan’s decision complies with the terms of the Corrective Action ...
	109. Quarterly Reports. The Consulting Team shall provide the Department with status updates and progress review reports of the activities performed and outcomes pursuant to the Settlement Agreement on a quarterly basis during the Consultation Period.
	110. Quarterly Meetings. The Plan, the Department, and the Consulting Team will meet telephonically, virtually, or in-person on a quarterly basis during the Consultation Period. The purpose of these meetings will be to provide a progress review and st...
	Corrective Action Areas
	111. The Plan and Consulting Team will focus on the following Corrective Action Areas in order to help ensure enrollees receive timely access to medically necessary behavioral health services and to aid the Plan’s Behavioral Health Quality Assurance p...
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